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Gallagher Meets Oscar: the 1983 Pix Picks
By Michael Gallagher
New York (NO — There is
something
rather
extraordinary this year about
the five films nominated for
best picture. "E.T.. the Extra
Terrestrial."
"Gandhi."
"Missing." "Tootsie" and
"The Verdict."
With

the

exception

of

"Tootsie." all of them are on

the Best 10 List of the U.S.
Catholic Conference, the first
time, to my knowledge, that
there has been so high a
degree of conformity since we
started picking a best 10 about
seven years ago.
Actually,
conformity
should be 100 percent.
"Tootsie" is absent only
because we weren't able to
evaluate it in time to get it on
our list. "Gandhi." "Missing."
and "The Verdict" moreover,
ranked one. two. three with
us.
But now for the high point
of my presentation, sticking
my neck out. As I've done in
past years in the Oscar sweepstakes. I'll make two picks for
each main category: the first
my own preference; the
second one I
probably win.

think

going to be "Gandhi." Direc
tor-producer Richard At
tenborough's labor of love is
not only a class act. but it's
doing quite well at the box
office, a combination that I
think will prove irresistable to
the academy members. I think
that this is the closest thing to

a sure thing.

Best actor. Here, as with

The only picture with a
chance to beat it out. I think.
is "Tootsie." which no one has
a bad word for and which has

over "E.T." the advantage of
having a human star. Dustin
Hoffman.-a significant factor I
think with
Hollywood,
traditional beneath all that
tinsel.
Best director. Costa
Gavras. the director of
"Missing." has the melancholy
distinction of being the only
director of a nominated film
who did not get a best director
nod. edged out by Wolfgang
Petersen ("Das Boot." which,
by the way. was also on our
best 10). The other four are
Steven Spielberg ("E.T.").
Richard
Attenborough
("Gandhi"). Sydney Pollack
("Tootsie"). and Sydney
Lumet ("The Verdict").

will

For best picture. I think my

own preference and the
probable winner are a good
bet to coincide. Sorry. "E.T."
lovers everywhere. I think it's

Oscar, since it might be
difficult for Hollywood
(however much it admires
class and tradition) to with
hold some gesture of ap
preciation for all that money
that cute little creature b.'l.
— not Spielberg — has
brought into the industry
coffers.

I have no problem here
with my own choice. Attenborough — and Costa
Gavras would be second had
he been nominated. Bui as to
who I think is going to get it.
that's
another
matter.
Spielberg might well take the

"Gandhi." my own choice and
the probable winner once
more coincide: Ben Kingsley
for his portrayal of the
Mahatma. And (his despite
three other very strong male
feature performances: Dustin
Hoffman ("Tootsie"). Jack
Lemmon ("Missing") and Paul
Newman ("The Verdict").
Any one of these three might
beat out Kingsley. but I don't
think there's much chance.
(Peter OToole was very good
in "My Favorite Year." but
the picture itself was loo
uneven.)
Best Actress. It was the
greatest of years for female
performances, but that's
something more justly laid at
the door of producers,
directors and writers than
actresses.
Meryl Streep ("Sophie's
C'hoice"l seems to be well
ahead of everybody else.
Personally I (hink Miss Streep
was too mannered as well as
being hampered b\ a less than

ideally defined role. M>
choice is Sissy Spacek. but her
vehicle. "Missing." was a
controversial, quite political

film. It is surprising to me that
the academy has given the
recognition it has. but to
expect more would probably
be too much.

[Hicks

As for the supporting
Oscars, they seem up for grabs
with some good contenders, so f Home Heating Inc.
I'll just limit myself to picking I HEATING-COOLING I
my own preferences: best 1424-4848' 271-4650 '
supporting actor. Louis W^^- ^ B n ^ ^ata»> • ^ i w « • ! • » ^BJBR
Gossett Jr. ("An Officer and a

COMPLETE HOME
IMPROVEMENT SERVICES

Gentlcman"i.
and
best
supporting actress. Glenn

Close, marvelous as Garp's
singlar 'Singular mother in
"The World According to
CJarp."
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SERVING THE ROCHESTER AREA WITH INTEGRITY FOR OVER 25 YEARS

Fund Raiser
Slated for
Women's Clubs

Well Get The Job Done
Quickly... Professionally
KITCHEN • BATHROOM REMODELING
ROOFING • SIDING • INSULATION
ROOM ADDITIONS • DORMERS

The Rochester Federation
of Women's Clubs will have
its annual Fund Raising
Dessert Card Party at I p.m..
Thursday. April 14. at the
Brighton
Presbyterian
Church. East Avenue and

CONVENIENT BANK TERMS ARRANGED

ALL WORK PERSONALLY SUPERVISED
ESTIMATING & PLANNING SERVICE

CALL THE EXPERTS 889-5090
OUT OF TOWN
CALL COLLECT

Winton Road.

Refreshments will be
provided. Tickets are SI.25.
Further information and
reservations are available al

WM. C. McCOMBS co.
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663 3699.
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Fisher degree.

Delicious,Pulish Style

•

an unbeatable
combination
Precooked & flashfrozen, only minutes
to prepare!
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Precooked, then carefully frozen.
Rosetto pierogis take only minutes
from the freezer to your dinner
table. Filled with a hearty
potato-cheese blend. Rosetto
pierogis are the perfect
complement tor any meat dish.
They make a satisfying.
inexpensive meal served
•**£"
fee
alone or with cottage cheese.
iw**
°- \ ^ Look for the red and white
Rosetto pierogi bag in
your frozen food section.
•
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the purchase price of a 30 oz. bag
of frozen ROSETTO 20 precooked
pierogis without sauce.
Save Money, Buy a Package Today!
DEALER: Rosetto Foods will redeem this coupon at 10 White Street.
Rochester. NY 14808 for 25c plus 7c handling, provided coupon is
taken in exchange for a package of frozen Rosetto precooked
pierogis. in accordance with terms ol our agreement. Cash value
1/ZOtn of a cent. This coupon void where taxed, prohibited or
restricted by taw.
EXPIRES MAY 31,1983

Kenneth J. Mangan '56
Director of Financial
Planning
Asia, Africa and
the Australian Region
Eastman Kodak Co.
"One reason Fisher graduates are successful in life is
that they come from a liberal
arts tradition fostered by the
Basilian Fathers whose
motto is Teach me goodness, discipline and knowledge.' A Fisher degree has a
lot behind it."
Fisher grads make it because they come from
challenging academic programs and an atmosphere of
personal concern and encouragement that a small
independent college best provides.
Fisher grads are employed in a wide variety of fields business, communications, medicine, law, accounting and
teaching. Ask Rochester employers about the Fisher
grads they hire and you'll hear about successful people.
When you choose a college, choose the one that will help
you prepare for life and prepare for livirtg,

So Much. So Close.
Come.. .see for yourself.
Call or write: (716)586-4140
Admissions Office
St. John Fisher College
3690 East Ave.
Rochester, N.Y. 14618
St. John Fisher College admits students without regard to race, color, creed, and
national or ethnic origin, or handicap.
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